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Oxidize It Pure Wash Oxidize It Advantages
Made in USA Made in China

Oxidize It proudly putting Americans back to work

Metal Housing Plastic housing
 Oxidize It's housing is appliance grade metal and is 

more durable as it is resistant to deterioration

One Model works for ALL 

COMMERCIAL machines
2 models High Flow/Low Flow

Regenerative Heated 

Drying Cell

Replacement Drying Cell - 

Needs Changed EVERY 

3 months by the customer 

at $30.00 USD 

Oxidize It™  supplies the ozone generator with heater dry air 

because the humidity of a laundry room decreases the 

effectiveness of ozone generator as well as 

the humidity can cause internal Failures 

Directional flow regulator Nothing
Oxidize It™ allows you to optimize your unit for maximum 

effectiveness regardless of your water pressure

Commercial Ozone generator Standard ozone generator
Oxidize It™  has a patented commercial grade cold spark corona 

discharge, making it a longer lasting generator

Venturi funnel Mini fan

Oxidize It™ uses a Mazzei venturi injector with a double 

protection valve insuring the unit will not backflow….Pure Wash 

uses a mini fan; fans are a common failure point

No moving parts- everything

is permanent

Multiple moving parts- Must 

change decadents in drier

Moving parts are failure points and can cause problems 

and can be costly to customers

Vacuum Infusion Technology No vacuum actuation switch
Oxidize It™ uses smart technology, Ozone only 

actuates when it is infused into the water

Water in-take on bottom of 

unit
Water in-take on top of unit

Oxidize It™ superior engineering,  plumbing is below all 

electrical components, whereas Pure Wash has 

some electrical components below the plumbing

1 yr. warranty Commercial warranty- ?? Oxidize It ™ warranty is on ALL parts , Pure Wash some

parts only 1 year... but is it void on commercial use? 

MSRP $1,399.00

COMMERCIAL Model
MSRP:  $397.00

RESIDENTIAL Model

Oxidize It™ is a direct sales / support company.   The 
Commercial model is design to handled up to 40 loads per day.

The Pure Wash has been known to fail within 

4-12 months of installation, is sold on-line mainly, and is has
less & inferior module parts that are manufactured in China.

Pure Wash is labeled as a residential model.

Projected life of 10-15 years Projected life 2years
Oxidize It™ provides more years of use and more savings in 

the long run- ITS DESIGNED FOR COMMERCIAL USAGE

Commercial Unit

No confusion with Oxidize It™, ease of installation, and no need 

to purchase additional unit if you upgrade washing machines

Marketed for Residential Use 




